
 

Renal Failure (Kidney Disease) in Cats 

Explanation of the Disease 

Often kidney disease can be present for some time (months to years) prior to diagnosis and this is 

referred to as Chronic Kidney Disease. This is due to the remarkable ability of the kidneys to 

compensate for progressive damage. Clinical signs of kidney disease may only present when greater 

than 70% of both kidneys are damaged. Chronic kidney disease is very common in senior cats. 

Kidney disease can also be acute which can be a result of toxins, drugs or severe metabolic changes 

causing changes to kidney perfusion; such as severe dehydration, reduced/increased blood pressure, 

shock or heat stroke. Kidney function may also be affected by structural diseased such as cancer or 

stones. Whatever the cause damage to the kidney is rarely reversible; therefore treatment is aimed 

at slowing the progression of the disease and supporting ongoing function.  

Kidney disease results in a loss in the body’s ability to control water and maintain its electrolyte 

balance which in turn leads to dehydration. It also affects ability to maintain lean muscle mass and 

this results in elevated blood pressure. As toxic metabolites are no longer filtered and removed from 

the body by the failing kidneys, toxins build up in the blood stream, causing ulceration of the 

gastrointestinal tract. In severe cases can affect the production of red blood cells.   

Clinical Symptoms 

• Increased thirst and urination 

• Anorexia/poor appetite   

• Dehydration  

• Weight loss  

• Lethargy and weakness  

• Vomiting 

Diagnostic Procedures 

Generally, a complete blood test and analysis or urine are used to diagnose kidney disease. The 

concentration of the urine helps to assess the ability of the kidneys to concentrate urine. When the 

kidneys are damaged, they lose this ability. Protein can also be lost through the damaged kidneys and 

further urine testing to quantify this is sometimes required. A blood test allows us to assess kidney 

enzymes which are elevated with kidney disease and also assess for other secondary changes in 

electrolytes, phosphorus and calcium which provide further information of the severity/chronicity of 

the disease. We also routinely perform a blood test called the SDMA, which can help us to pick up 

kidney disease in its early stages.  Blood pressure is also monitored closely as often it can be elevated 

as a consequence to kidney disease.   

Sometimes, an ultrasound may be indicated to rule out structural disease and further assess the 

degree of kidney damage.  

Treatment 

Initial treatment first requires stabilisation to attempt to prevent further damage to the kidneys. This 

is done through intravenous fluid therapy, which is used to perform diuresis which aids in the removal 

of kidney breakdown products, to correct any electrolyte imbalances and to re-hydrate your cat. In 

 



 

addition, stabilisation may also include assisted feeding, anti-emetics, pain relief and in some cases 

treatment for concurrent conditions such as high blood pressure or excessive blood phosphate.  

Stabilisation takes time, often up to three days of hospitalisation with intravenous fluids. During this 

time we will need to re-assess electrolyte levels and kidney enzyme levels, as well as monitor urine 

output. Blood pressure will also be monitored closely while your pet is in the stabilisation phase.    

Once stabilised, your cat will need ongoing supportive care at home. This may include one or several 

of the following depending on the severity of the kidney disease.  

• Specially formulated diets (Hills k/d) which contain reduced salt, increased fibre, low 
phosphorus and high quality proteins, additional vitamin B-complex and antioxidants.  

• Improve and support hydration, this can be done through feeding of wet foods or adding 
water to food, use of fountain water bowls and use of oral rehydration solutions.  

• Medication to reduce protein loss through the kidneys.  

• Phosphate binders. 

• Anti-emetics.  

• Blood pressure medications.  

•  
These specific changes are for life, and is important to not to stop any treatment unless instructed by 

your vet.  

Monitoring Requirements 

Once your cat has started a special diet and/or medication, we need to perform blood and urine tests 

to assess the kidneys routinely to see how they respond to treatment and monitor for further 

progression in the disease. 

Depending on how the cat responds to stabilisation and treatment, they may require tests every 

month or every 3 months. Eventually once some stability has been achieved ongoing blood and urine 

checks every 6 monthly are recommended.  

Tests may be needed more regularly if the kidney disease is severe or if deterioration occurs.   

 

 

 


